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Report by the Chairman of

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORT PACKAGE TEST STANDARDS

Tokyo 23 September - 2 October 1981 (TC-406)

1. BACKGROUND

The Advisory Group on the IAEA Future Programme on the
Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials (AG-126) which
met, 28 March - 1 April 1977 recommended that the IAEA
undertake a number of actions to ensure the continuing
adequacy of its Regulations for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Materials including instituting a review
of package test standards.

This recommendation was adopted and implemented and an
Advisory Group on Transport Package Test Standards
(AG-144) was convened 19-23 December 1977.
The AG examined the data as were, then available on acci-
dent experience, from risk assessments and other studies
and determined that certain provisions contained in the
1973 edition of the Regulations should be augmented or
modified.

SAGSTRAM, at its inaugural meeting in October 1978, took
note of the work of AG-144 and in follow-up to that
proposed, that the group meet again, in 1979 and 1981,
as part of the preparation for the comprehensive revision
of the Regulations. This in order to pursue its assessment
of the package test standards and to evalute, in particular,
the need for a crush test, for amendments to the current
thermal test, for separate tests for packages to be
transported by sea and by air, and to compile and evalute
the results of scale model and full size tests that have
been carried out in Member States. These assignments,
together with others, formed the basic tasks of the meeting
of TC-272, which met in August 1979. The work of TC-272
was reported to SAGSTRAM which met in March-April 1980.
SAGSTRAM decided that the AG on the Comprehensive Review
look into the recommendations of the TC-272.

The Advisory Group on Comprehensive Review of the Transport
Regulations which met in September 1980 raised as a
consequence thereof a number of matters, to be looked
into by this Technical Committee on Transport Package
Test Standards.
These matters included questions such as addition of a
crush test, clarification of immersion test, changes in
thermal test requirements, proposed packing standards for
LSA/LCO and the need for a quality assurance programme.

-18 -
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2. GENERAL

At the invitiation of the Government of Japan, the meeting
of the Technical Committee on the Transport Package Test
Standards (TC-406) was held in Tokyo from September 28th
to October 2nd, 1981.

It was attended by 40 participants from.13 Member States
and one international organisation. A list of participants
is given in annex I.
3. PURPOSE OF THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE (TC)

I The Advisory Group (AG) on the Comprehensive
Review (Sept 1980) had asked the TC to look into
several identified items, and in particular
the following specific tasks:

a) The additional 200 m water immersion test
for packages designed for irradiated fuel
when the activity exceeds 106 Ci.

The TC should therefore

i) review justification for the test

ii) clarify draft of proposed revision
to Safety Series No. 6 (para 722)

b) The proposed addition of a crush test for
light weight Type B and fissile materials
packages.
The AG in September 1980 did not consider
itself to have enough information to determine
whether the addition of a "crush test" for
light weight Type B and fissile material
packages could be justified. Or if justified,
technical data was not available whether it
could be cost-effective.

The TC should therefore

i) determine any need for the test

ii) if needed, draft proposed revision to
Safety Series No. 6

iii) if needed, prepare guidelines for
Safety Series No. 37

c) The proposed new text for thermal test

The text was revised by AG but only minor
changes were made in the thermal test. It
would be desirable for the TC to examine
the differences, if any, that these make,
and give



i) clarification of intent of Safety
Series No. 6, and

ii) guidelines for Safety Series No. 37

II Other items to be considered by TC were

a) Proposed packaging standards for LSA/LCO

In addition to changing the name, three
changes are made in LSA/LCO: (1) A limit
of 1 r/h at 3 meters from the unshielded,
unpackaged material was added; (2) A
requirement was added that shielding must
be retained under normal conditions; and
(3) Pour levels of packaging were defined
for LSA and LCO's.

The TC should review and comment on the proposed
system of packaging for LSA/LCO materials and
should, in particular, consider:

i) proposed four packaging levels

ii) tests applicable to packagings contai-
ning these materials

b) Drop test for accidents

Since an impact following the initial contact
with the target, i e a secondary impact,
is thought to be especially important for
long "hard" slender packages,

the TC should

give clarifying information on secondary
impact for inclusion in Safety Series
No. 37

c) Water spray test

Para 711 of Safety Series No. 6 was reworded,
by AG, for simplification to "A water spray
test that simulates exposure to rainfall of
approximately 5 cm per hour for at least
one hour".

The TC should consider whether the proposed text
is clear enough.

d) Brittle fracture

Since concern has been shown over the fact
that the IAEA regulations on brittle fractures
have changed from the 1964 Regulations, it
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has been proposed that reference should be
made to a specific code (ASME, section II).

The TC should therefore

i)

ii)

consider if reference should be made to
a specific code, and

if needed, prepare guidelines for Safety
Series No. 37

e) Scale modeling

The TC should

i) consider the question of how useful the
use of scale models are, and

ii) prepare guidelines for insertion into
Safety Series No. 37

f ) Quality assurance programme

The TC should

i) draft proposed revision to Safety
Series No. 6, in particular para 838

ii) prepare guidelines for Safety Series
No. 37 alternatively for a Code of
Practice in QA

g) Grandfather clause

This is mainly a question for Competent
Authorities. TC should however, advice the
Agency how to best deal with this matter.

h) Manual of testing

The TC should consider the need for a "Manual/
Code of Practice". If needed, guidence should
be given how to achieve such a task.

4. PROCEDURE

After a general discussion in plenary session of all
specific tasks given above, four Working Groups were
established. Technical details of each issue were
further discussed in the Working Groups, while decisions
were made in plenary sessions.
The composition of each Working Group is listed in
Annex II.

The specific tasks assigned to each Working Group were
as follows:

Working Group 1 (WG-1) - 200 meter Immersion test

Crush test

y
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Thermal tes t

Working Group 2 (WG-2) - LSA/LCO Packaging t e s t

" " 3 (WG-3) - Drop t e s t (secondary impact)

Water spray

Scale modeling

Brittle fracture

Orientation of large package
(drop test)

" " 4 (WG-4) - Manual of testing

Quality Assurance (No. of
samples)

Grandfather clause

The reports of these four Working Groups are given in
Annexes V, VI, VII.and VIII.

Summary decisions of the plenary session are included in
section 5 of this report.

In addition to the plenary and Working Group sessions,
the meeting had a seminar on Radioactive Materials
Transport and a technical tour to the Package Test
Facility of the CRIEPE at Takeyama. The complete
schedule of the meeting is attached in Annex IX.

5. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter is not intended to give more than a very
brief description of the decisions taken by the TC.
Readers who are interested in a more complete knowledge
of the recommendations accepted by the TC are recommended
to read each Working Groupes report, which give in full,
the recommendations as accepted by the TC. Also the
justification for these recommendations are: given in
the attached reports.

I Immersion test (200 m)

a) The justification for the 200 m immersion test
was discussed by examining the working papers
available at this meeting. It was understood
that the purpose of the test was to adequately
assure recovery of irradiated fuel packages
submerged in coastal waters as a result of an
accident.
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b) The TC recommends that the "Why"
document on background of the Regulations
should include a concise discussion of the
justification for the addition of the 200 m
immersion test.

c) The TC provided suggested changes to the
proposed revision to Safety Series No. 6
for immersion tests. The changes suggested
are to paras 232(b)f 233, 606(b), 718,
721 and 722.

For consistency in the text of Safety Series
No. 6, it was found necessary to address the
test specification for the 15 m immersion
test specified in para 721. Minor changes
are therefore suggested for this paragraph
to enhance clarity.

II Thermal test

a) The TC agreed to recommend a revised test to
para 720 of Safety Series No. 6 to accurately
reflect and clearly specify the test envi-
sioned, which is an open liquid-hydrocarbon
fuel/air fire. The proposed paragraph also
includes a criterion to be used when alterna-
tive methods are utilized for demonstrating
compliance.

b) Furthermore, TC found that the current draft
of Safety Series No. 6 requires clarification
relative to solar insolation and how it is
to be applied to the assessment of Type B
packages. Confusion arising in the text of
paras 228 and 229 was identified, and,
finally, a minor change of the permissible
maximum surface temperature for Type B(U)
was suggested as a consequence of the inten-
ded conversion to SI units.

In light of the foregoing, the following textual
changes were suggested for the draft revision
of Safety Series No. 6:

i) Para 228(b) should read "the temperature
of the accessible surface of a Type B
package shall not exceed 50°C in the
shade (disregarding the requirement of
229(b)), unless the package is transpor-
ted in Exclusive Use".

ii) The value of 82°C in para 238 should
be changed to a rounded figure of
85°C

iii) The parenthetical statement in para
238 might be better stated "(for
exclusions to this requirement, see
also 228(c))".

ABHEX IT
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c) Relative to clarification for insertion in
Safety Series No. 37, it was the opinion
of TC that a significant effort is required
if adequate guidence is to be provided by
this document for the thermal test. A small
panel of specialists should be convened Ito
address the~:issues requiring clarification. In
addition to the list of problem areas related
to the thermal test developed by TC-272,
WG-1 of TC-406 defined a number of problem
areas which are given in Annex V to this re-
port, as needing special and timely attention
for Safety Series No. 37.

Ill Crush test

The TC recommended the addition of a requirement
for a crush test in the Regulations. The require-
ment should, however, be related only to the
lighter and less dense packages

-i) not containing special form material,

ii) containing greater than 1 000 A2,

iii) having a mass less than 500 kg and

iv) having a density less than 1 500 kg/m3

The test would consist of dropping a mass of
500 kg, consisting of a mild steel plate
1 m x 1 m, flat from a height of 9 m. The height
and mass could be adjusted ensuring that any
adjustment was equivalent to that potential
energy.

Para 232 sl.ould therefore introduce this crush
test in relation to activity release. Para 719
would be rewritten and specify the drop test.
Drop I & II would remain and the crush aspect
would be Drop III.

Specific text for revised paras 232 and 719
of Safety Series No. 6 were agreed.

IV LSA/LCO Packaging Test Standards

a) Containment Integrity Levels

The four levels of containment integrity
proposed in para 319 of the Second Draft of
the Revised Regulations were examined in terms
of test standards. The TC agreed to recommend
that Levels 1 and 2 be merged, and that for
the new level, present Level 2 requirements
apply. The merge of Levels 1 and 2 is consi-
dered justifiable because of the marginal

- 2 4 -
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only difference in safety between them and
of the absence of additional test requirements.
Furthermore, recommending only three levels
of containment integrity provides a simpli-
fication of the Regulations.

As a corollary to the changed definition
of levels the TC recommended amendments in
Table V concerning the packaging level
required for LSA/LCO packages. The only place
in the Table where a difficulty arises in
defining the required packaging level is in
terms of LSA I transported under the regime
of Exclusive Use. The recommendation in this
case is to apply the present Level 2 require-
ments for both LSA I Solids and LSA I Liquids.

The quoted recommendations were made based on
information available at the meeting. It was
noted that a complete assessment of the
implications of the recommendations could
not be performed. A request for additional
information and assessment was therefore
made.

b) Retention of Shielding

In the Second Draft of the Revised Regulations
requirements on retention of shielding are
given qualitatively (para 314) and, for
Level 4 only, in terms of test standards.
A potential deficiency in the Revised Regu-
lations was identified in that the level
of protection from external radiation was
not the same for all LSA/LCO packages.

.The TC was unable to fully resolve this
problem and agreed to recommend a compro-
mise only, being that for any materials/
objects transported in Strong Industrial
Packages the UN Group III test be applied,
in toto, together with a performance criterion
that the external surface radiation level
shall not increase significantly as a result
of the tests; leaving the resulting permitted
radiation level to be properly defined by
health physicists.

The problems experienced by the TC in this
regard are basically due to lack of informa-
tion on the radiological risks associated to
any given set of requirements and on the
costs caused by a particular requirement.
Before finalising requirements on test
standards in terms of retention of shielding
such information must be collected and
evaluated.

- 25 -
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VI

c) Additional Information

During the review of the test standards
applicable to LSA/LCO packages the TC identi-
fied the need for additional information
necessary to determine the adequate contain-
ment integrity level and capability of a
package to adequately retain its shielding.
Information is thus needed on packagings at
present in use and the present shipping
practices, as well as is an assessment of
the deliberations of this TC and the provi-
sions proposed in the Second Draft in terms
of projected shipping practices and radio-
logical protection standards.

The TC therefore agreed to recommend that the
Agency undertake to collect this information,
and arrange for its proper review and
evaluation in order to avoid regulatory
provisions being based on arbitrary decisions.

Drop Test (Secondary Impacts)

The TC concluded that when evaluating the damage
to a package after the drop tests, all damage
from secondary impacts has to be considered.
Any damage resulting from impacts between the
package and target, even after the initial impact,
is considered to be part of the test incurred
damage. For evaluations which are based on
calculateve methods, secondary impacts have also
to be considered. As a result of this, the
orientation of the package which produces
maximum damage has to be determined considering
secondary as well as initial impact.

The TC recommended this text to be added to
Safety Sereis No. 37 and that it should be
associated with paras 712 and 719 of Safety
Series No. 6.

Water Spray Test

The draft Regulations now specifies in para 711
a water spray test that simulates exposure
of the specimen to rainfall of approximately
5 cm per hour for at least one hour. The
detailed procedures of the test as specified
in the 1973 edition of the Regulations are
thereby deleted.
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Although TC found it acceptable in principle
to simplify the existing para 711, the TC
concluded that the procedures given in existing
711 of Safety Series No. 6 is useful in the
application of the regulations.

TC therefore agreed a revised text for para
702 of Safety Series No. 37 which reflects this
view.

VII Brittle Fracture

TC agreed to recommend that a reference should
not be made in Safety Series No. 6 to specific
codes or impact value.

TC concluded, however, that the Regulations
require that the variations in temperature
to which a package may be subjected during
transport and storage be defined and taken into
account in its design; this has to be addressed
specifically for the selection and inspection
of packaging materials.

To reflect this a revised text was agreed for
para 207(a) of Safety Series No. 37.

VIII Scale Modeling

Additional text for para 725 and a new para
727(a) in Safety Series No. 37 was proposed.
The additions suggest the scale ratio to be
1/4 or greater and suggest further that for
packages up to 1 000 kg only full scale models
should be tested.

IX Compliance Assurance

TC agreed to recommend that no amendment be
made to para 159 of second draft of Safety Series
No. 6, since it was recognized as being a
requirement applicable to all aspects of the
Regulations.

X Quality Assurance

The TC agreed to recommend amendments to para
838 of the second revised draft of Safety
Series No. 6 in order to clearly identify the
elements necessary in a Quality Assurance
Programme be to provide a requirement that
the Programme and established prior to fabri-
cation. Provisions to enable the Competent
Authority to carry out inspections of the
packaging during manufacture and use, as well
as to assure the Competent Authority that the
necessary standards are ir.et are also recom-
mended.
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Regarding material for inclusions in Safety
Series No. 37 the TC noted that QA specialists
will further assist the Agency in 1982 and
1983 in developing requirements and guidance
for quality assurance and compliance assurance.
It was thus considered unappropriate to develop
any raw material for Safety Sereis No. 37 at
this time.

XI Grandfather Clause

It was noted by the TC that implementation of
the grandfather clause is a matter for the natio-
nal competent authorities.

TC agreed to recommend that the secretariat
invite the Radioactive Transport Study Group,
RTSG, to consider proposals intended to facili-
tate approval under the grandfather clause
including the use of a serial number tc uniquely
identify a package and a method of providing
a common approach in implementing the Grandfather
Clause.

XII Manual of Testing

A proposal regarding provision of a "Manual/
Code of Practice" for package testing was con-
sidered.

The TC gave, however, little support for publi-
cation of such a document but recommended the
Agency to:

a) Carry out an exercise to establish what test
facilities exist in the various Member
States.

b) Promote an International Symposium speci-
fically addressed to the subject of package
testing.

c) Augment the intended regional training
courses with particular emphasis on package
testing.

XIII Miscellaneous

Among other points raised and discussed were the
following:

a) Comments of Member States on the Second Draft
Revision were due 15 October 1981. Those
comments together with the recommendations
of the TC on Criticality Safety and of this
TC on Package Test Standards will be considered
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by the AG for Comprehensive Review of the
Regulations Meeting in March 1982 and a
Final Draft Revision will then be prepared.
The Final Draft is to be circulated to Member
States prior to being submitted to the Board
of Governors for approval of its publication.
The TC expressed the view that a major change
in the Second Draft Revision, such as the
addition of a Crush Test, would be possible
only if we delay publication beyond 1983.
The Agency staff indicated the possibility
of delay and the consequent changes in the
Agency's programme will be discussed with
SAGSTRAM in October.

b) The regulatory requirements in Safety Series
No. 6 must be kept as simple as possible,
but must be clear and complete and provide
an adequate basis for regulatory control
for the Regulations to be adopted in national
or international laws. Safety Series No. 37
presents a mixture of requirements or ela-
borations of the requirements and methods
of meeting «hem. It is always difficult to
decide how detailed to.make the Regulations -
if too specific, the regulator and the
regulatee have no opportunity to exercise
judgement in implementation of the require-
ments; if too general, inconsistent applica-
tion may result.
The TC appeared to conclude that the present
formulation is valid, but encouraged early
publication of the "why" document and sugges-
ted the possibility of a "when" document
relating to adoption and implementation of
the requirements.

c) Concerning the periodicity of the revision
of the Regulations the TC was of the opinion
that with the addition of a crush test, some
revision of the provisions for LSA/LCO, and
some other (minor) changes, the Regulations
are adequate and satisfactory and should
continue to be so for many years to come
and since it was felt that we now have a
good grasp pf the Regulations there is no
need for fixing date of future revision.

d) The TC endorsed the recommendation. that,
at the time of publication of the 1983 Edi-
tion of the Regulations, the Secretariat
notify the national Competent Authorities
and the international transport organizations
of their publication and encourage their
early adoption by these bodies.
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ANNEX I I I

T. C. 406 - Transport Package Test Standards
Tokyo, 28 September - 2 October 1981

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1 . Opening of t he meeting.

2. Introduction by the Chairman

3 . Agenda i t ems :

- Presentat ion of items (Working Paper No. l )

- General d iscuss ion on:

Main items raised, by AG on Comprehensive Review (Sept . 1980)

a) 200 m. water immersion test

b) additional crush teBt

c) thermal test

Other items to be considered:

a) LSA-LOO

b) Drop test

c) Water spray test

d) Brittle fracture

e) Scale modelling

f) Quality assurance programme

g) Grandfather clause

h) Manual of testing

3. dosing of meeting.

— Working groups reports

— Decisions- and recommendations

4. Other business.
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ÂliNBX IV
T. C. 406 - Transport Package Test Standards

Tokyo, 28 September - 2 October 1981

List of Working Papers:

1. Items to be considered by T.C.

2. Paragraph cross-reference to 2nd draft revision

3. Some background on the second draft revision of safe transport regulations

4. Second draft revision of IAEA. Regulations for Safe Transport of RAN

5. Schedule for comprehensive review of transport regulations

6. Paper prepared by the Federal Republic of Germany

7. Qualification of Packages, Tests, testing and quality assurance.

8. French proposal for a regulation modification

9. Japanese proposals:

9 - 1 Proposed text on 200 m. immersion test and teBt conditions

9 - 2 Proposal for inclusion in SS 37 on 200 m. immersion test.

9 - 3 200 m Immersion test specified for Type F Packages (para 606)

9 - 4 Additional cruBh test

9 - 4 - 1 Test and analysis on Impact characteristics Evaluation of
Nuclear fuel packaging loaded on vehicle.

9 - 5 Proposed text on Thermal test.

9 - 6 Scale model teBt

9 - 6 - 1 Short Discussion on Scale Model testing

9 - 7 Secondary Impact in Drop Tests for Accidents

9 - 8 Water Spray Test (para. 711)

9 - 9 Insulation for Type B Packages (paras. 228, 229 and 238)

9 -10 Orientation of Large Packages in Free Drop Test (para 712)

9 -11 Brittle Fracture of Flask Design

9-12 Japanese Proposal Concerning to the QA Program.

10. BundesanBtalt fîtr Materialprufung (BAM)

11. Summary of Proposed Ferritic Steel Fracture Control Plan

12. Working Group 2 - Terms of Reference

13. Working Group 3 - Terms of Reference

14* Working Group 1 — Terms of Reference

1^. Working Group 4 - Terms of Reference

16. Summary of Decisions and Discussions on Monday, 28 Sept. I98I

17. Summary of HUHEG/CR-1588

18. Updated HMIR Data (Preliminary)

19. Report of Working Group 1 on Immersion tests

20. Comments of WG 1 on Terms of Referenoe



exclusions to this requirement, see
also 228(c))".
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AHHEX IT

21* Working Group No. 4* Report No. 1
22. PartioipantB Final List

23. Report of Working Group 3

24. Report of Working Group 1

23. Report of Working Group 2

26. Reooomendation pertaining to items No. 1 and 2 of the WG2 Report

27* Draft Summary of Decisions and Discussions for Friday, 2 October 1981



ANNEX. V

Report of Working Group 1

L i s t of Members o f Working Group 1

S. Williamson - WGL
R. Pops - WGS
S. Aoki
A.M. EriCBBon
S. Fakuda
E.P . Goldfinch
T. Honda
J.G. Eot ler
M. mura
P. Nitzsehe
H. Ringot
H. Shinada
K. Wieser
A. Onodera

Working droop 1 «as assigned "by Plenary to addresB three prinoipal topios:

(1) Jimersion Test

(2) thermal Teat and

(3) Crush Test

The teams of reference for each topic were established to be:

1 ) Review justification for the test .

2) Clarify draft of proposed revision to Safety Series Ho. 6.

Thermal Test •>

1) CLarifioation of intent of Safety Series ffo.6 revision.

2) Guidelines for Safety Series lo.37.

Crush Test -

1) Define need for test.

2) If needed, draft proposed revision to Safety Serien Io.6.

3) If needed, prepare guidelines for Safety Series Vo.37.

If

-38 -
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A summary of the conclusions of Working Group 1 relative to each topic

are as follows:

Immersion Test »

1) The justification for the 200m immersion test was discussed by the

Working Group, by examining the working papers available at this

meeting. It was understood that the purpose of the test was to assist

recovery of irradiated fuel packages submerged in coastal waters as a

result of an accident.

2) The Working Group recommends that the "Why" document include a concise

discussion of the justification of the 200m immersion test.

3) Working Group 1 then provided suggested changes to the proposed revision

to Safety Series Ho.6 for immersion tests. The changes suggested are to

paras. 232(b), 233f 6O6(b), 718, 721 and 722.

Thermal TeBt -

3)

4)

1)

2)

3)

The text of para. 720 was revised by Working Group 1 to accurately reflect

and clearly specify the test envisioned, which is an open liquid-hydrocarbon

fuel/air fire. The proposed paragraph also includes a criteria to be used

when alternative methods are utilized for demonstrating compliance.

In addition, recommendations were made relative to clarifying the text

of Safety Series Mo.6 on normal thermal environments, speoifioally for

paras. 228 and 238.

Recommendation was made by the Working Group that a small panel of

specialists be convened to assess thermal testing and analysis procedures

and develop up-to-date guidance for inclusion in Safety Series Ho.37. A

list of iBsues to be addressed by this panel waB provided»

Crush Test -

1) The Working Group 1 discussed the working papers available and considered

that it was necessary to introduce into the regulations a requirement for

a crush test. The requirement would be related only to the lighter and

less dense packages.

2) Packages to be tested would

a) not contain special form material;

b) contain greater than 1000 A2;

c) have a mass less than 500 kg; and

d) have a density IBBB than 1500 kg/m3.

- 3 9 -
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3) The test would conBist of dropping a maBB of 500 kg, consisting of a mild

steel plate lm x lm, flat from a height of 9m. The height and mass could

he adjusted ensuring that any adjustment was equivalent to that potential

energy.

4) The regulations would he changed to incorporate thiB requirement. Para. 232

would introduce thiB cruhs test in relation to activity release. Para. 719

would he rewritten and specify the drop test. Drop I & II would remain and

the crush aspect would he Drop III.



packaging during manufacture and use, as well
as to assure the Competent Authority that the
necessary standards are met are also recom-
mended.
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Report of Working Group 1 on

Immersion Testa

Working Group 1 considered, at length, the justification for a 200m

immersion test for irradiated nuclear fuel with radioactivity greater than

37 PBq (10 Ci). The Working Group accepted that the test is justified on

a pragmatic basis, but recommends that the preparation of the "Why" document

include a discussion of justification as to whether the intent of the test

is to assist recovery of the package or to protect against a radiological

problem. The Working Group felt that the purpose of the test is to enhance

package recovery. Therefore, this discussion should include rationale as

to why the test is limited to just irradiated nuclear fuel with radioactivity

greater than 37 PBq (10 Ci). In the consideration of justification, the

Working Group used the following documents:

1) TC-406, Working Paper No. 9-1

2) TC-406, Working Paper No. 9-2

3) TC-406, Working Paper No. 9-3

4) TCWJ06, Working Paper No. 1

5) TC-406, Working Paper No. 4

6) AG-266, Working Paper No. 46

7) PNL-2093

The Working Group found that, for consistency in the text of Safety

Series No.6, it was necessary to address the test specification for the 15m

immersion test specified in para. 721. Minor changes are suggested for this

paragraph to enhance clarity.

Working Group 1 then proceeded to clarify the draft of the proposed

revision to Safety Series No.6. The following changes to the draft revision

of Safety Series No.6 are suggested*

232. (b) with regard to the Type B tests specified in Section VII,

paras. 718-721, restrict ..... (complete paragraph as shown in revision

of SS.6).

233< A package for irradiated nuclear fuel with radioactivity greater

than 37 PBq (10 Ci), other than special form radioactive material, shall

be so designed that, if it were subjected to the water immersion test

referred to in Section VII, para. 722, there would be no visible deformation

or gross displacement of the components of the containment system, or

macroscopic failure of the oontainment system, rather than ohanges in

leakage rate.
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606. (b) damaged shall mean the evaluated or demonstrated condition

of the package if it had been subjected either to the tests specified

in Section V U , paras. 709-714 and 718-720 followed by that in paras.

723-725, or to the testB specified in Section VII, paras. 709-714 and

721 and in the case of irradiated nuclear fuel packages containing more

than 37 PBq (10 Ci), para. 722, whichever combination is the more

limiting.

718. (last sentence shall be revised to read): -

A separate specimen shall be subjected to the effect of the water

immersion teBt(s) in paras. 721—722.

721. Water Immersion Test: The specimen shall be immersed under a

head of water of at least 15m for a period of not IBBS than eight hours.

For demonstration purposes, an external gauge pressure of at least

150 k Pa (1*5 kg/cm ) will be considered to meet these conditions.

722. Hater Immersion Test for Irradiated Fuel Packages:

The specimen shall be immersed under a head of water of at least 200m.

For demonstration purposes, an external gauge pressure of at least

2M Fa (20 kg/cm ) will be considered to meet these conditions.
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Report of Working Group 1 on

Thermal Tests

Unking Group 1 considered the revision to Safety Series No.6 proposed

by -Hie previous Technical Committee (TC-272, page 32, 6-10 August 1979 )• The

intent of this revision was assessed and confirmed by the Working Group. The

changes «de to this proposal by the Advisory Group in September 1980 (AG-266,

page 159, 1-12 September 1980) and issued in lay 1981 Second Draft of Safety

Series 16. 6 were then reviewed. Working Group 1 determined that the latter

changes improved upon the intent of the previous Technical Committee in some

ways, but resulted in a lack of clarity in the true intent of the proposed

GDcttVBOBo

Working Group 1 reconfirmed that the intent of the proposed changes was

to provide a specification of a test for the thermal environment for Type B

packages, keeping in concert with the other test specifications of Section VII

of Safety Series Hb.6. In addition, it is the desire of the Working Group to

provide a specification of test which is accurately defined while also providing

clear guidance on methods for demonstrating compliance through either analysis

or other test procedures. The Working Group concurs with the deletion of the

specification that the test specimen could be cooled three hours following

cessation of the thermal test exposure. Reconfirming the desire of the

previous TC, the Working Group recommends that a realistic convective thermal

input be required in the specification of the methods for demonstrating compliance.

In reaching these conclusions, the Working Group utilized the following

docuaentst

1) TC-M06, Wording Paper Ho. 1

2) TO-406, Working Paper Ho. 4

3) T&406, Working Paper Ho. 9-5

4) « M 0 6 , Working Paper Ho. 9-9

5) AG-266, Working Paper Ho. 46

6) ASIE 80-0-38

7) 10-272

The proposed changes to para. 720 of the revision to Safety Series H0.6
as follows:

•720. Thermal Test: The test shall be, or shall provide the total heat

input to the package resulting from, the exposure of a specimen fully

engulfed^ «cept for a simple support systs*; in a hydrocarbon fuel/air

firo of sufficient extent and in sufficiently quiescent asbient conditions
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to provide an average emissivity coefficient of at least 0«9, with an

average flame temperature of at least 800°C for a period of 30 minutes.

The fuel source shall extend horizontally at least lm and shall not extend

more than 3m "beyond any external surface of the specimen, and the specimen

shall be positioned lm above the surface of the fuel Bource. After

cessation of external heat input, the Bpeoimen shall not be cooled

artificially and any combustion of materials of the specimen shall be

allowed to proceed naturally»

For demonstration purposes, the surface absorptivity shall be either 0.8

or that value which the package may be demonstrated to possess if exposed

to a fire; and the convective coefficient shall be 20w/m C for the envelope

of the projected surface of the specimen*?.

The WG noted that open fire is specified in terms of average temperature

rather then fuel properties to assure minimum level of performance while providing

simplicity and flexibility in accurately specifying test requirements. Similarly,

specification of a minimum average emissivity coefficient assures that the test

must be performed using the proper fuel, with the proper fuel pool geometry, and

under the proper ambient conditions. Star example, this dual specification of

flame temperature and emissivity precludes the inadvertent UBe of low quality

fuels or of performing the test under excessively windy conditions without

proper wind-shields, chimneys, etc.

la addition, the test is specified such that the environment incident on

the package surfaces is assured ("shall provide the total heat input to the

package"), thereby assuring that the intent of the test will be met.

The impact of the proposed changes to para. 720 on existing packages and

compliance procedures was assessed by the Working Group. The concensus waa

that;

1) The proposed changes provide a clearly defined test procedures which

is not confused by a mixture of testing and calculations! procedures, and

2) The proposed changes provide a realistic representation of convective

heating for calculational methods, which may result in an increase in

the thermal input of 10 to 15 percent relative to the existing specifi-

cation in Safety Series No.6.

The use of realistic convection in the procedure for demonstrating compliance

may require that some existing packages be re-evaluated, and that the applicability

of oven test procedures given in Safety Series No.37 be reassessed and posBibly

redefined.
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Additional topics considered by the VIorking Group included development

of recommendations for Safety Series No.37t and assessment of problems with

the normal thermal environment specification in the draft of Safety Series No.6.

Relative to Safety Series Ho.6, the current draft requires clarification

relative to solar insolation and how it is to be applied to the assessment of

type B paaktg**. Confusion arises in the text of paras. 228 and 229* It is

not clear whether the intent of para. 228(b), in conjunction with 229 is:

1) to require the 'measurement point ot be in shade while the remainder

of the package receives solar input,

2) to require that the package attain steady-state temperature in the

sun, removed to shade and immediately have the surface temperature

measured, or

3) to require that the packages attain steady-state in the shade with

surface temperature below 50°C.

In addition, it was noted that the 82°C was a result of rounding the

conversion from 18O°P. In keeping with the intent of conversion to SI units,

the value of 82 C shown for Type B(tl) packages should be either rounded down-

ward to 80 C or upward to 85°C (especially since 18O°F is equivalent to 82.6 C).

In light of the foregoing, the following textual changes are suggested

for the draft revision of Safety Series No.6:

1) para. 228(b) should read "the temperature of the accessible surface

of a Type B package shall not exceed 50°C in the shade (disregarding

the requirement of 229(b)), unless the package is transported in

Exclusive Use".

2) The value of 82 C in para. 238 should be changed to a rounded figure

of 85°C.

3) The parenthetical statement in para. 238 might be better stated

"(for exclusions to this requirement, see also 228(b))".

Relative to Safety Series Ho. 37, it was the concensus of the Working

Group that a signigieant effort is required if adequate guidance is to be

provided by this document for the thermal test. It is recommended that a small

panel of specialists prepare and then be convened to addreBB the issues requiring

clarification. The results of this effort would be the preparation of text for

Safety Series H0.37. A list of problem areas related to the thermal test was

developed by Working Croup 2 of T0-272 and was diacussed in detail. These
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problem areas need to be further asseBBed and guidance provided in the next

draft of Safety Series No.37. A panel of specialists can best serve this

function.

In addition to the discussion in TG-272, the current Working Group 1

defined the following as needing special and timely attention for Safety

Series Ho.37s

1) The applicability of the oven tests presented in Safety Series No.37

need to "be assessed and any required changes specified in light of

the proposed revision to para. 720)

2) For the open fire test, the group of specialists needs to develop

guidance on:

a) methods for supporting the test specimen over the fuel source

to not significantly preclude thermal input;

b) methods for measuring average temperature including thermocouple

type, location, number and spatial/time averaging procedures; and

c) methods for measuring or assuring an adequate average emissivity

coefficient of the flame.

3) Guidelines need to be developed on the use of lese-than-oomplete

specimens in the thermal teBts. ThiB may include "slices" of packages

or even smaller segmentB. The guidelines must address the test

environment, boundary conditions, package construction including such

items as thermal capacity, aspect ratio, fin orientation and dimensions,

and lead or neutron shield expansion volumes. If a segment is to be'

used, the rationale must be «ell justified.

4) Scale modelling in thermal testing, and the problems associated there-

with must be addressed.

5) Methods for handling combustible package components in analyses needs

to be addressed.

6) The Working Croup included a convection coefficient of 20w/m per

degree C and suggest that it be applied to the envelope of the projected

Burface, not to the entire fin area. Safety SerieB Ho.37 should include

a discussion of this problem, and poBBibly better and more reaiistio

methodB of addressing heat transfer to fins, "both oonvective and

radiative, oould be developed and included in later revisions of both

Safety Series Ho.6 and Safety Series Ho.37.
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Report of Working Group 1 on

Crush Test

Working Group 1 started consideration of crush by assessing whether

crush can exist for handling and/or the transport of radioactive materials

packagings. Special attention «as given to the smaller packagings which have

a deformable construction for impact, puncture and/or thermal protection.

Such packagings are often used for the carriage of alpha-bearing materials*

Pbr the purpose of the following discussion! these packagings will be noted

as "soft" packagings.

It is clear that a crush test cannot be justified on the basis of past

experience. Events have not been clearly identified where such packages have

been either severely damaged or have leaked their contents as a result of a

crush event. It, further, may be possible that — to this point in time —

soft packages which may be vulnerable to crush events have not been exposed

to theBe events. Thus, the decision on the importance of the crush environ-

ment and its possible effect on soft packagings must be assessed using less

tangible arguments.

Pragmatically, it was felt by the Working Group, that crush protection

is needed for some of the soft packages, both for handling and transportation.

Justification is provided on a technical basis by the papers considered by

the Working Group, which are:

1) TC-^06, Working Paper Ho. 1

2) TC-406, Working Paper Ho. 4

3) TC-406, Working Paper Ho. 6

4) TC-406, Working Paper Ho. 8

5) TC-406, Working Paper Ho. 8-1

6) TC-406, Working Paper Ho. 9-4

7) TC-406, Working Paper Ho. 9-4-1

8) TC-406, Working Paper Ho. 17

9) TC-406, Working Paper Ho. 18

10) SLft-74-0001

11) IUHEG/cR-1588

12) BaM 4937
13) Proceedings, PATBAM '80
14) CEC Report, Contract Ho. 621-79-12 ECI D

However, specific technical justification in tern» of frequency of occur-
rence giving conséquence of event, and cost/benefit derived from a change was
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not available to the Working Group.

The fact that the crush environment existe has been established by analysis

in References 4, 7, 10 and 11. Ihe fact that crush environments can damage

soft type-B packageB haB been established by analysis in References 8 and 11;

and by tests performed by the ERG and Japan, reported to the plenary session

through movies on 28 September 1981.

The proposal made by the Working Group is to require the performance of

a crush test similar to that suggested by the French CEA and the PEG BAM, and

to require the Crush Test only for packages which:

1) do not contain special form materials;

2) contain radioactivity greater than 1000 A^;

3) have a mass less than 500 kg, and

4) an overall density of 1500 kg/m , the density being based on

the outside envelope of the package.

Specific justification for the crush test follows:

1) Special Form Exclusion, on basis of their enforced strength capability

and the likelihood of lower release because of generally solid nature*

2) Greater than 1000 Ap, is a pragmatic guess considering risk involved.

3) Less than 500 kg. (a) energy consideration of impact, low weight

packagings, low energy, potential for higher energies being imparted

to packaging in handling and transport, and (b) large number of

designs in low range. (See Table I).

4) LBBB than 1500 kg/m3, pragmatic judgement based upon (a) generally

hard, shielded containers» 1500 kg/m3. "Soft" paokagings generally

less than 1500 kg/m3 (see Table II). (b) In BAM/CEA tests, those

packagings which experienced Bevere crush damage were below 1500 kg/m .

Reasoning concerning crush test provided by BAM is as follows:

1) Terms and literature:

Working Papers Vos. 1 , 4 , 6, 8 , 8 - 1 , 9-4, 9 -4-1 , Hureg/CR-1588,
SLA-74-OOO1.

2) Justification:

2.1) IAEA Safety Series No. 6 provides a high level of safety for the

transport of RAM. This level is produced by qualitative tests

according to the intent to rely for safety basically on package

design and not on administrative measures). It must be stated
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that this level of safety is design - dependent and that there

are different levelB related mostly of the weight of the

packageT due to the energy involved in the mechanical testB.

Concerning light weight and specific light weight packages the

level of safety is much lower hecauBe of the test criteria than

it is for heavy and specific heavy packages.

2.2) According to its small mass, light and low density packages may

not suffer great damage hy the drop testB. On the other hand

these packages are very sensitive to crush forces.

2.3) Investigations "baaed on statistical data (especially, SL/L-74-OOO1)

shows that for all modes of transport the crush environment iB

likely to happen. Secondly it is shown, that in many cases for

light weight packages there are mixed load conditions. (95$ for

transport of dangerous goods on roads). This means that under

accident conditions stiff and soft, heavy and light weight

packages are subjected to the mechanical loads. It is obvious

that under these conditions light weight packages will suffer more

than heavy ones from cruBh forces.

2.4) Taking into account that only rather high risks should be the

reason for some regulations it has to he stated that both - rate

of crush scenarios and consequences of crush forces — are high.

Bate of crush forces is discussed in 2.3 and stated as high.

Regarding consequences, it is taken into account that many

rf-emitters are transported in light weight packages, for example,

Pu-solutions and powders. It is obvious that the consequences

of the release of these contents becomes high.

2.5) Relative to cost benefit, light weight packages are generally low

ooBt and have a short lifetime. In addition, the cost for

improvement for these packages relative to crush will be low. Unis,

risk will be decreased and the cost consequence will be low.

The Working Group recommends that Safety Series No. 6 be amended as follows:

232. The packages shall be so designed that, if it were subjected to the

testa referred to below, it would:

a) With regard to the Type A tests specified in Section VII, paras*

709-714, restrict the loss of radioactive contents not more than

Ag x 10 per hrur;
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b) With regard to the Type B tests specified in Section VII paraB.

718, 719 a ft b, 720-721 for packages.

i) with maBB greater than 500 kg,

ii) having an overall density greater than 1500 kg/m^ based on

the external dimensions of the package shall restrict the

accumulated loss of radioactive contents in a period of one

week to not more than 10 A2 for Krypton-85 and not more than

A2 for all other radionuclides.

c) With regard to the packages (other than those) subject to tests

specified in sub—para. (b).

i) for those packages containing radioactive material less than

1000 Ag or of special form, shall be subjected to the Type B

tests specified in Section VII paras. 718, 719 a and b,

720 and 721, and

ii) for those packages containing radioactive materials greater

than 1000 A 2 and not special form, shall be subjected to the

Type B tests specified in Section VII parae. 718, 719 b and c,

720 and 721,

shall restrict the accumulated loss of radioactive contents in a

period of one week to not more than 10 A£ for Krypton-85 and not

more than A,, for all other radionuclides.

Para. 719 to toe rewritten as follows:

719. Mechanical test* The test shall consist of two tests. The order in

which the specimen is subject to the two tests shall he such that, on

completion of the mechanical test, the specimen will suffer such damage as

will lead to the maximum damage in the thermal test which follows:

a) Sbr drop I, the specimen shall (as written in 2nd Draft of proposed

revision).

b) For drop II, the specimen (as written in 2nd Draft of proposed revision).

c) For drop H I , the specimen shall be subjected to a dynamic crush test

by positioning the specimen on the target so as to suffer maximum damage

by the drop of a mass onto the specimen* The crush energy shall be

equivalent to that of dropping a mass of 500 kg from 9 meters onto the

specimen. The mass shall consist of a solid mild steel plate lm x lm

and shall fall in an horizontal attitude. The height of the fall shall

be measured from -the underside of the plate to the highest point of the

specimen. The target on which the specimen rests shall be as defined

in para. 708.

- 5 2 -
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AKNBX VI

Report of Working Group 2

LSA/LCO Packaging Test Standards

Working Group Members

T. Sousselier (WGL)
B.G. Pettersson (WGS)
S. Piermattei
J.J. McLellan
A. Tse
A. Biaggio
S. Kikuchi
Km. Kuwashima
T. HzymkowBki

Terms of Reference

1. Consider proposed four packaging levels.

2. Consider tests applicable to packagings containing LSA/LOO materials.

3. Consider application of proposed set of LSA/LOO rules in selected

practical situations; e.g. transport of decommissioning waste.

1. Proposed four levelB of containment integrity

The Working Group accepted as valid a proposal made by FRG during the

Plenary Meeting that, in order to simplify the Regulations, possibilities to

decrease the number of containment integrity levels in para. 319 of the Second

Draft of the Regulations should be explored.

In doing so the Group examined the test standards associated to the four

levels and found that & combination of levels 3 and 4 would be inappropriate

because the step wise increase of containment integrity, aB defined by the

testy mold be loBt. There is also an administrative aspect of the test standards

defined, namely, the requirement to maintain records from the Type A test required

for Level 4 m no such requirement in terms of Strong Industrial Packaging tests.

This latter aspect would make a merge of Levels 3 and 4 into a new level with the

present Level 4 requirements unduely costly. Such a merge would also unduely

increase shipping costs because of the then additional need of quasi Type A

packagings.

Combining Levels 2 and 3, either way, would again disrupt thr- stepwise

increase of containment integrity, as well aB it would provide either too little

in terms of radiological protection or a not-justifiable increase in shipping

costs.

The remaining possibility would be to merge Levels 1 and 2. The Working

Group noted that in the requirements of both levels there are no test stance r.i*
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applicable. In examining the requirements of Level 2 in detail the Group

further noted that there is only little difference in the two sets of require-

ments in terms of radiological safety, with the possible exception of para. 201

(tie downs) and para. 206 (which, as para. 314, aims effectively to ««keep the

juice in the can").

The Group thus concluded that a merge of Levels 1 and 2 would be possible.

The merge is to be done such that to the combined Levels 1 and 2 the present

Level 2 requirements apply. Such a merge would marginally increase safety,

and would also, in the Groupcs opinion, introduce an only small increase in

shipping costs. Since it furthermore provides the simplification asked for

the Group decided that such a merge is justifiable. As stated above no change

is proposed with regard to Levels 3 and 4.

As a corollary to the changed definition of levels the Group also examined

the containment integrity levels required for packages as given in Table V. The

only place in the Table where a conceptual difficulty arises in the context of the

containment integrity level required, is in terms of LSA I transported under the

regime of Exclusive Use. The Group*s proposal in this case is to apply the

present Level 2 requirements for both LSA I Solids and Liquids. The alternative,

to require present Level 3 for LSA I Liquids could not be justified.

It is important to note that the Group, so far has considered the various

packagings only in terms of the containment integrity necessary for the LEA/!.?»

materials. In doing so, the Group has left out any considerations on implications

possibly introduced by defining a packaging requirement in terms of both contain*

ment integrity and shielding retention.

In the Second Draft a packaging — with the exception of the quasi Type A

packaging - is defined only for the purpose of containment integrity* An

additional and general requirement is then applied (para. 314) to ensure that

shielding is not lost during "routine transport**. The situation that might

ariae is that an unshielded packaging providing adequate containment integrity

may not continue to do so once shielding iB added to the packaging beoause the

mass of the shielding might then impair on the containment integrity performance.

Although the Group, at this stage, is making a proposal to change the

Containment Integrity Levels definition, and, as a consequence, to change the

provisions in Table V, it must be noted that the proposals are, to B O M extent,

based onan incomplete assessment of all the implications of the proposals.

Referenoe is therefore made to the request for additional information and

assessment made in Section 2 of this HG2 Report.



referred to in Seetion VII, para. 722, there would De no vieioie

or gross displacement of the eomponentB of the containment Byatem, or

maoroBcopio failure of the oontainment system, rather than changes in

leakage rate*
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In Suimnn-py the Group recommends, in this context, that the following

changes in para. 319 and Table V be made:

"319. Packagings for LSA materials and LOO'a Bhall be in one of the

following three containment integrity levels:

(a) Level I-Any packaging meeting the requirements of Section II,

paras. 201-203, and 205-208;

(b) Level II - Any strong industrial packaging meeting the requirements

of Section II, paras. 201-203 and 205-208;

(c) Level III - Any packaging meeting the requirements in Section II,

except for paraB. 204, 212 and for other than LSA II LiquidB by air,

220 and 224. R>r packaging for LSA II Liquids by air, see para. 324".

(Note: Paragraph number quoted here and subsequently refer to the Second

Draft, and not TC-406 Working Paper No. 1, where the numbers are different.)

TABLE (V) Packaging level required for
LSA and LOO«a

Material

LSA I Solid
Liquid

LSA II Solid
Liquid

LSA III Solid

LOO I

LCD H

Packaging Level

Exclusive Use

I
I

I
II

II

I
II

Hot in Exclusive Use

I
II

II
III
III

II
III

2. Shielding retention requirements

In the Second Draft there is a requirement that under conditions likely

to be encountered in routine transport the package must retain its shielding

(para. 314). This requirement applieB to all LSA/LOO packages, and is clearly

qualitative only. In addition to this general requirement packages in Level 4

must also, according to the Level 4 definition, meet the Type A test standards

on shielding retention. Whether this additional test requirement was agreed

upon by intention or not is not clear to the Group.

The Group further noted that, by intention, no test requirements were

supposed to be •fcidden" by the para. 314 requirement. The wording was chosen
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sueh that the paras. 709 and 710 in the As Amended Edition of Safety Series

No. 6 would not apply.

The Group nevertheless felt some concern about the lack of a standard

to verify that shielding is retained when transporting material that will

give rise to a radiation level of 1 rem per hour at 3 m distance should the

shielding he lost. It was felt that the qualitative requirement was not

enough.

There is also the matter of logics and consistence. According to tho

provisions in the Second Draft there is a lower possibility of loss of

shielding in caBes where the LSA/LOO material is transported in a quasi

Type A packaging than in all other cases.

There are basically two approaches available to resolve this problem.

One would be to change the permitted radiation level of 1 rem per hour of 3 m

distance to a lower value, and the other to change - increase or decrease -

the shielding retention requirements.

It was agreed in the Group that it would not be appropriate for us to

propose a change of the radiation level in terms of the definition of LSA

and LOO, because this level haB been derived on radiological protection

grounds. It might, however, be acceptable to apply different operational

requirements — i.e. different shielding retention requirements dependent

on the actual radiation level at 3 m distance from the material itself. It

would also be possible to adjust the shielding retention requirements in a

more general sense.

In a strictly logical approach the shielding retention requirements

should be determined in a way that is not associated to the definition of

containment integrity requirements. In this same context the radiation level

resulting from the loss of shielding suffered in a situation that is more

severe than the routine transport conditions mentioned in para. 314 would

be the sole matter of interest.

There is one straight forward solution to thiB problem, and that is to

require the same standards on retaining shielding to apply to all LSA/LOO

packages. This can be achieved by letting the para. 314 requirement be the

only cne applicable (and delete from Level 4 definition the Type A teBt to

verify that shielding is retained). It can also be achieved by applying one

and the same test standard for all packages.



*72D. Thermal Teat: The teat shall be, or ehall provide the total heat

input to the package resulting from, the exposure of a specimen fully

eagolfed( except for a simple support Bystenu in a hydrocarbon fuel/air

fire of •affieient extent and in saffioiently quiesoent ?.>v,bient conditions
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In the latter case testB will have to be applied to packages where now

no tests are required, and this would detract from the laBt September

philosophy according to which shielding retention should not be verified by

testB.

Applying tests all across the board attracted little Bupport in the Group,

as did a suggestion to apply the qualitative requirement in para. 314 only.

As a compromise the Group agreed to recommend that for materials transported

in Strong Industrial Packagings the UN Croup III testB ahould be applied, in

toto, together with a performance criterion such that the external surface

radiation level shall not increase significantly. The Group recognizeB that

the resulting permitted radiation level is somewhat imprecisely defined - on

the other 'tand defining it is a radiological protection matter rather than a

test standards matter.

This suggestion introduces a practical complication in that commercially

available Strong Industrial Packagings cannot be used until tested to verify

that the requirements on shielding retention are met, and possibly alBO retested

in terms of containment integrity; the latter because of the shielding, in this

case, being an integral part of the Strong Industrial Packaging.

This compromise leaves the problem of ISA II Solids in Exclusive Use

(requiring only "minimal packaging11) in terms of high radiation levels resulting

from loss of shielding. The Group discussed several suggestions to resolve

the problem, amongst which were:

- introduce test standards, in caBe of which the packaging would become

"minimal" only in terms of containment integrity.

- require that such materials, when the radiation level from the material

iB more than x rem per hour at 3 m distance, x less than 1, must be

transported in Strong Industrial Packagings tested to verify that

shielding is retained - in this case one might argue that the definition

of ISA II Solids be divided into two, which would imply a complication.

- require "shielding tested" Strong Industrial Packagings for all ISA II

Solids shipped in Exclusive Use — in this case we would disrupt the logics

of the containment integrity requirements.

The problems experienced by the Group are basically due to lack of

information on the radiological risks associated to any given level of the

requirement and of the costs caused by a particular requirement. Hr. Tse (USA)

of the Group, stated that in the US efforts are underway to generate much of

the information so far lacking. This information will, however, not be available

in time for the next March meeting of the Revision Panel; it will be available

only later in 1982.



may require that some existing paokageB he re-evaluated, and that the applicability

of oven test procedures given in Safety Series No. 37 be reaeseieed and possibly

redefined*
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During the review of the test standards applicable to packages proposed

in the Second Draft for LSA/LOO, the Group identified the need for additional

information regarding the interaction between the type and nature of the

materials/objects involved and the proposed requirements on containment

integrity and capabilities to retain shielding for packages. Containment

integrity aspects would include specific activity, level of surface contami-

nation, Bolubility and dispersability of the materials/objects. The permitted

external radiation level needs to be assessed as such and in the light of

requirements on shielding retention. Information iB also needed on packaging

now in use and the present shipping practices as well as an evaluation of the

proposed provisions in the Second Draft in terms of projects shipping practices.

This information is needed to provide a basis for reviewing

(1) the concept of LSA/LOO proposed in the Second Draft from the

radiological protection, engineering, implementation and economic

viewpoint, and

(2) the proposals of WG2 of this TC.

It is therefore recommended that the Agency undertake to collect this

information and arrange for its proper review in order to avoid regulatory

provisions being based on arbitrary decisions.

In Summary in terms of requirements on shielding retention, the Group

proposes that, for packages requiring Level II the UN Group III tests should

be applied together with the performance criterion that the external surface

radiation level shall not increase significantly as a result of the tests.

The Group further offers the suggestion that, for LSA II Solids transported

in Reclusive Use either:

— Strong Industrial Packagings tested, in terms of shielding retention,

in accordance with the UN Group III teBt standards mentioned above must

be used, or

- such ̂shielding tested" Strong Industrial Packagings must be used if the

radiation level at 3 m distance from the material itself exceeds a now

undefined value of x rem per hour.

The Group finally recommends that the Agency undertake to collect the

information necessary for a review and assessment of the proposed new LSA/LOO

concept as well as the proposals of this WG, and also arrange such a review

and assessment.
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developed by Working Group 2 of TO-272 and waB diBCUBsed in detail. The Be
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3« Crush teats

On the natter of crush testB, the Group noted that the Second Test
Standard Panel, TO-272, in August 1979 concluded that, in terms of the
then LSÂ/LLS, when crush forces appear in normal conditions of transport
they are not sufficiently significant to warrant the introduction of
additional regulations.

The Group also concluded that crush forces would constitute a hazard
in accident conditions rather than in routine transport conditions, and,
since LSA/LOO packages are not reqaired to withstand accident conditions
any crush test would not be necessary.

In Summary the Group concludes that crush testB are not required for
packages.

4« Tailpieces

A Transport in bulk vs in packages

Certain LSA/LOO materials may be transport in "bulk - see para. 323* It

is, however, possible that para. 314 might be construed not to allow bulk

transport at all — "All LSA materials and LOO'B ...shall be loaded into

packages, freight containers, or tank containers ...". The construed inter-

pretation is that LSA/LOO must be loaded into only those receptacles, meaning

that bulk transport (except tank containers) would be prohibited.

There is alBO a double provision about transport in tank containers. The

necessity to «keep the juice in the can" is stated both in paras. 314 and 323*

The Secretariat is asked to make any necessary clarification in time for

the March 1982 Revision Panel Meeting.

B TO recoanendations on Strong Industrial Packaging

It is known to the Group that a number of Member States are unhappy with

the Seoond Draft definition of Strong Industrial Packaging (and Tank Container).

A definition by reference to a somewhat unavailable document and a document

over which contents the Agency has no control is questionable, in particular

so because the document contains test standards.

On the assumption that Strong Industrial Packaging and Tank Containers

will have to be defined in Safety Series Ho.6, or, that the Second Revision

Panel, to meet next March, will require a full understanding of both the

latest draft of the TO Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous GoodB

and the two or three preoeeding sets of UN Recommendations! the Secretariat is

asked to have those UH texts available for the March 1982 meeting.



sa uoveiopea and included in later revisions of both
Safety Series Ho.6 and Safety Series H0.37,
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•AHMEX VII

Report of Working Group 3

Test Procedures

Working Group Members

R. Rawl - WGL
P. Blum - WGS
S. Ono
A. Onodera
S. Shimamura
W.R. Taylor
R.J. Zoomer

The Working Group reviewed all of the working papers and subjects in the

terms of reference (Working Paper No. 13) and reached the following conclusions:

l) Drop Test

a) for assessment of package damage, the effects of secondary impact must

be considered for all packages. Secondary impact includes any additional

impact following initial impact with the target.

Recommended text for inclusion in Safety Series Mo, 37 is attached

as Annex I.

b) a Working Group of AG-244 (September I98O) considered the desirability

of limiting package orientation for the 0.3m drop required by para. 712(a)

of Safety Series No.6 to the normal orientation of the package during

transport) but this was not reflected in the AG report. This should

be investigated by the IAEA scientific secretary and reconsidered during

the March 1982 technical committee on the revision of Safety Series N0.6.

2) Water Spray Test

The proposal in Working Paper No. 9-8 should be adopted for inclusion in

Safety Series No.37. (See Annex I-A).

3) Brittle fracture

References to specific codes and impact values are not recommended.

Consideration of heat sources in packages when evaluating brittle fracture

should be limited to multilateral approval under specifio conditions. 1 M B iB

currently provided for in Safety Series No.6 for Type B ( M ) packages.

Brittle fracture has to be taken into consideration for evaluation of

components made of any ferritic material, including low carbon steel, low alloy

steel, ductile cast iron, etc.

Materials other than ferritic materials (such as elastomerio gaskets,

plastics, etc.) may, under certain conditions,be susceptible to brittle fracture



14) CBC Report, Contract I D . 621-79-12 ECI o

However, speeifio teohnioal justification in terms of frequency of occur-

rence giving consequence of event, and coat/benefit derived from a change ma
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and this has to be considered in package evaluations.

Recommended text for inclusion in Safety Series No. 37 is attached as

Annex II.

4) Scale Modelling

Recommended text for inclusion in Safety Series Ko. 37 is attached as

Annex HI.

AMNEX PC



transport of RAN. 1 M B level is produced "by qualitative tests

aooording to the intent to rely for Bafety baBioally on package

design and not on administrative measures). It must be stated
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WG-3 ANNEX I

Additional information for Safety Series No. 37 should be associated

with paras. 712 and 719 of Safety Series No. 6.

Secondary Impacts

"When evaluating the damage to a package after the drop tests t all damage

from secondary impacts has to be considered. Any damage resulting from impacts

between the package and target, even after the initial impact, is considered to

be part of the test incurred damage. For evaluations which are based on

calculative methods, secondary impacts has also to be considered. As a result

of this, the orientation of the package which produces maximum damage haB to

be determined considering secondary as well as initial impact".
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Number of Package DesignB
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WC-3 AMMEX I-A

Water Spray Test, para. 711

Discussion

Para. 711 specifies a water spray test that simulates exposure of the

specimen to rainfall of approximately 5em per hour for at least one hour,

deleting the detailed procedures of the test specified in the existing

regulations. Simplifying the existing para. 711 is acceptable in principle.

However, the procedures given in the existing para. 711 are useful in the

application of the regulations and therefore should "be included in SS.37*

Proposai

Para* 702 of SS.37 shall "be revised as follows:

WATER SPRAY TEST

702. One method of performing the water spray test which is considered to

Satisfy the conditions in Section VII of the Regulation, para. 711 is

described below.

(a) The specimen Bhall stand on a flat horizontal surface, either on its

base or turned upside down, whichever is likely to cause moBt damage

to the package.

The duration of spray shall Tie at least one hour and the water shall

he approximately uniformly distributed. It may be subjected to a water

spray for a period of 15 minutes from each of four directions, as

indicated in (c) below, in which case changeB in spray direction shall

be made as rapidly as poBBible.

(b) (i) The spray cone apex angle shall bs approximately 60°, measured

at the nozzle,

(ii) The centre-line of the spray cone shall be at an angle of 45

to the horizontal. The distance from the nozzle to the nearest

point on.

(iii) The water consumption shall be equivalent to a rainfall rate of

5cm/h, averaged over the area of the spray oone at the point of

impingement on the specimen and normal to the centre line of the

spray oone*

(iv) Hater shall drain away as quickly as delivered*

(v) "Hie specimen shall be supported so "that it "^"ll not sit in a pool

of water*



Humber of Paok^g»
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(c) The spray shall be directed downward at 45 onto the specimen with its

axis in the vertical plane as follows:

(i) for rectangular specimens, the vertical spray plane shall contain

the diagonal joining the sprayed corner with the opposite corner:

(ii) for cylindrical specimens standing on one plane face, the spray

shall De applied from each of four directions at an interval of

90°.



709-714, restrict the loss of radioactive contents not more than

ig 1 10 per hrur;
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WC-3 AMNEX II

Paragraph 207(a), page 20 of Safety Series No. 37 has to be revised to

readt

Temperature

The Regulations require that the variations in temperature to which a

packaging may be subjected during transport and storage be defined and taken

into account in its design: this has to be addressed specifically for the

selection and inspection of packaging materials.

The fact that the Regulations stipulate extremes of -40°C and +38°C for

Type B(u) packages confirms the importance of low temperature properties in

the selection of materials.

It is generally known that with thick ferritic steel sections, the

ductile mode of failure under low temperature and impact conditions could

be completely suppressed due to the propagation of pre-existing minute

cracks even at nominal stress below yield strength (brittle fracture).

This is also the case for other materials such as low alloyed steels,

ductile cast iron, some aluminium alloys, etc.

Also some plastics and elastomeric gasket materials may be subject to

brittle fracture under special stress conditions at low temperature.

For the selection of materials of construction, special attention has

therefore to be given to low temperature toughness as it is closely con-

nected to brittle fracture and even fati ue crack growth. The material low

temperature properties used in a package design has to be verified by tests

on fully representative samples taken during material fabrication.

Special attention has to be paid to the number, size, location, orienta-

tion, heat treatment of these teBt samples which will be selected by reference

to standards and codeB acceptable to the competent authority.

The tests suitable for this purpose concern the determination of the

dynamic yield strength and critical stress intensity factor when fracture

mechanics are used for justification of metallic materials.

In the case of ferritic steels, the charpy impact test, the pellini

drop weight test or other equivalent tests may also be used when referred to

by standards and codes acceptable to the competent authority.



specimen. Hie target on which the specimen rests shall be as defined

in para. 708.
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It iB recalled that "brittle fracture occurrence and consequences may
be minimized by special design features Buch as lamination of thick sections,
composite materials, etc.



increase of containment integrity, as well as it would provide either TOO

in terms of radiological protection or a not-justifiable incrmsp in shipping

costs.

The remaining possibility would be to merge Levels 1 and 2. The Working

Group noted that in the requirements of both levels there are no lest stancer.U
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WG-3 ANNEX III

1. Insert before the last sentence in paragraph 725 of Safety Series No.37.

It is suggested that the Bcale ratio be \ of greater because the effect

of strain rate dependency of the material mechanical properties will be

negligibly small (7).

Model orientation during drop testing could be affected by such things

as the wind of the umbellical cord of the acceleration sensors. Practical

experience suggests that, for packages with mass up to 1000 kg, only full

scale models should be tested.

2. Insert a new paragraph 727(a).

tfhen acceleration BensorB are used, the cut-off frequency should be

considered. Practical experience suggests that, for a package weighing

100 Kg, the cut-off frequency should be 100 to 200 Es. For smaller

packages weighing m Mg, the cut-off frequency should be multiplied by

the factor 3/î5ÔT
V m

3. Include in paragraph 725.

In some cases it may not be practical to scale all components of the model

preeisely. For example, consider the thickness of an impact absorber

compared to the overall length of the package. In the model, the ratio

of the thickness to the overall length may differ from the corresponding

ratio for the actual package. Computer code analyses could be oompleted

for the two cases in order to demonstrate that the geometrical discre-

pancies between the model and the actual package are not a significant

consideration. Once thiB has been demonstrated, the model, with its

geometrieal differences, would be considered suitable for scale model

drop, tests. This applies to scale ratios of -J- or greater.

Reference (7): KiHIE, T., SHIMAMURA, S., SASAKI, T. «IMPACT RESISTANCE OF

SHTPPDKÏ CONTAINERS H)R RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS UNDER fBEE HILL TESTS" PATRAM «80.



baBed on an incomplete asBBBBment of all the implications of the proposala.

Referenoe is therefore made to the request for additional information and

assessment made in Seotion 2 of this WG2 Report.
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AHNEX VIII

Report of Working Group 4

Working Group Members

A.H. Partridge (Chairman)
E.P. Ridout
T. Heguro
A. Orsini
G.E. Swindell
T. Takeda
H.W. Hïïbner

The Working Group was asked to con-si Her three Issues:

Issue No. 1 - Quality Assurance (Paras. 159 and 838, second revised draft
Safety Series No. 6 1983).

Issue No. 2 - Grandfather Clause (Para. 813, second revised draft Safety
Series No. 6, 1983).

Issue No. 3 - Manual of Testing.

The Working Group considered various proposals made with regard to amend-

ments to the second revised draft Safety Series No. 6, 1983, and the inclusion

of additional information in Safety Series No. 37 where this was considered to

he necessary.

Issue No. 1 Quality Assurance

Reference Documents: Safety SerieB N0.6 Revised (As amended) I973
Safety Series No.6 Second Draft, 1983
Safety Series No.37 (Unedited) 198O
Working Paper No.l TC-406
Working Paper No.6 TC-406
Working Paper No.7 T(M06
Working Paper No.9-12 TC-406
Working Paper No.38 AG-266
Working Paper N0.52 AG-266

1. It was evident from the initial discussions in the Working Group on relevant

regulatory paragraphs that there was a need to provide a definition for "SHALL"

as used in the Regulations due to apparent differences in the legal interpre-

tation of this term in various countries. We understand that such a definition

exists in other IAEA documents and we recommend to the Secretariat that Safety

Series N0.6 should "be treated similarly.

2. Based on its review of the reference documents the H.G. recommends no

amendment to Para. 159 (second draft SS.6, 1983) Compliance Assurance, Bince

it is recognized as being a requirement applicable to all aspects of the

Regulations.



on shielding retention. Whether this additional test requirement WBB agreed

upon by intention or not i« not olear to the Group.

The Group further noted that, by intention, no teet requirements were

supposed to "be %idden" by the para. 314 requirement. The wording was chosen
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3. Based on its review of Para. 838 (second draft SS.6, 1983) the W.G.

recommends that this paragraph be amended as follows:

"Quality Assurance Programme for Packages.

838. The design, manufacture, testing, documentation, use, maintenance

and inspection of Type B and Type F packages shall be carried out in

accordance with quality assurance programmes acceptable to the competent

authority.

The quality assurance programmes shall be established prior to manufacture.

Complete certification that the design requirements have been fully imple-

mented shall be available to the competent authority. The competent

authority may carry out inspection of the packaging during construction

and use. The manufacturer, consignor, or user of any approved package

design shall be prepared to demonstrate to any cognizant competent

authority that;

(a) the constructional methods and materials used for the construction

of the packaging are in accordance with the approved design require-

ments; [the competent authority may carry out inspection of the

packaging during construction];

(b) all packagings built to an approved design Bhall be maintained in

good condition so that they continue to comply with all relevant

regulatory criteria, even after repeated use.

4* The W.G. also considered that the provision of a "log book" or history

document for each individual package had some merit. However, they believed

that this was adequately covered under the heading of "documentation" in the

proposed amendment to para. 838.

5« Rationale for Preceding W.G. Proposals

(a) The present text does not cover "testing" or "documentation" and

these are considered by the W.G. to be essential items for an

adequate quality assurance programme.

(b) SS.6, 1973 HeviBed Edition (As Amended), Para. 839, requires that

such quality assurance programme shall be established prior to

fabrication. The W.G. considered that this requirement should be

re-instated in para. 838 of the second draft SS.6, I983.



and the same test standard for all packages.
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(c) The W.G. also considered that subparas. 839 (a) and 839 (b) of the

1973 Revised Edition (aB Amended) serve a UBeful purpose in that

they provide additional clarification and also provide for inspection

during fabrication at the discretion of the competent authority. The

latter was considered to be a necessary provision to assure the

competent authority that the necessary standards were being met.

6. The W.G. agreed with the proposal on page 6, para. 1.3 of WP.6 TC-406

relating to an amendment to para. 215 in the second revised draft SS.6, 1983*

This should be amended to read:

"215. The design, application and manufacturing techniques and selection

of materials shall be in accordance with standards acceptable to the

competent authority".

The rationale for this amendment is that the present text does not cover

all manufacturing techniques.

The W.G. also agreed with the proposal (as amended by the MtG member of

the WG) to amend para. 740(b) in the second revised draft SS.6, 1983, aB follows:

!/40(b) It shall be ensured that all the requirements specified in the

approval certificates and the relèvent provisions of the Regulations

have been satisfied".

The rationale for this amendment is that there are regulatory requirements

which have to be met which are not necessarily included in the approval certificate.

7. Material for Inclusion in SS.37

The W.G. reviewed WP.7t TC-406 and in particular, Appendix 1, Paper 15

SAOSTRAM. ThiB paper proposes certain action on the subject of quality

assurance and compliance assurance for SAGSTRAM consideration.

The W.G. noted that there is an editorial error in the text quoted on '

page 2 as compared to the actual text of the second draft edition of SS.6, 1983,

i.e., the text quoted in the paper specified "Type A" before the word "Fissile"

in the second line.

WP.7, TC-406, APPENDIX I, Paper 15, proposes a Technical Committee to meet

in 1982 and a consultant to be appointed in 1983 to develop requirements and

guidanoe for quality assurance and compliance assurance* In view of this

proposal by the Secretariat, the W.G. considered it to be both a duplication

of effort and unfruitful to attempt to develop raw material for SS.37 at this

time. It was also noted that there is already considerable material on this



information on the radiologioal risks associated xo any given levej. «

requirement and of the costB caused by a particular requirement. Mr. Tea (USA)

of the Group, Btated that in the US efforts are underway to generate much of

the information so far lacking. ThiB information will, however, not be available

in time for the next March meeting of the Revision Panel; it will be available

only later in 1982.
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topic in the final working draft SS.37, 1980 Edition (pages 173 to l80). The

W.G. reviewed the paper dealing with the proposal to SAGSTRAM and the points

raised in Plenary discussion, namely:

(i) number of specimens to be tested related to type of design and

numbers in use and

(ii) levels of the quality assurance programme related to the consequences

of failure.

These points are not expressly addressed in Paper No.15, but should be

included in the SAGSTRAM work.

The W.G. recommends that the proposed Technical Committee and consultant

should address the needs identified in the proposed revised para. 838 above.

This would include, but is not necessarily limited to, the points listed

below:

DESIGN Calculat ions , Drawings, S p e c i f i c a t i o n s , Cr i ter ia Regarding
Intended Use, Audi t s , Regulatory Requirements, C e r t i f i c a t i o n

MANUE&CTURE Procurement, Certification, Special Processes, Material
~ ~ — ~ ~ — ~ Properties, Inspection, Traceability of ItemB, Compliance

Certification, Procedures, Technical Competence

Equipment & fac i l i t i es , Procedures (leak, pressure, etc . ) ,
Technical Competence

DESTRUCTIVE &
NON-EESTHUCTIVE

DOCUMENTATION A u t h o r i z a t i o n s , Document Contro l

MAINTENANCE Pre-shipment, Per iodic RepairB, Modif ications

INSPECTION Manufacturing & Test ing Equipment, C e r t i f i c a t i o n , Procedures,
Inspection P lan , Incoming à In -proces s , Non-conformance,
Deviat ions , Corrective Actions



information necessary for a review and asseBBment of the proposed new LSA/LOO

concept as well as the proposals of this WQ, and also arrange such a review

and assessment*
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iBBue No» 2 Grandfather Clause

Reference Document: SS.6 Second Draft 1983 (Para. 836)
WP.l - T(M06
(Page 6, Sub-para, (f))

8. Implementation

The W.G. recognized that the implementation of this provision was essen-

tially a matter for national competent authorities. It was also recognized

that the adoption of the 1983 Regulations into national regulations and those

of international transport organizations will not occur for some time after

the 1983 Regulations are published.

Although it is unlikely that these regulatory bodies will bring the 1983

Regulation into effect simultaneously with the publication of their own

regulations this should not pose a serious problem for users since designs

approved to the 1973 Regulations will Btill be valid in thoBe countries where

the 1983 Regulations have not been adopted. However, it is desirable that

the 1983 Regulations be adopted as soon as possible.

9. Time Duration of Approval Under Grandfather Clause

This again is essentially a matter for national competent authorities

and will largely be dictated by the nature and use of the package. Where the

package is considered to be likely to meet the revised Regulations it is a

question of allowing an operator sufficient time to make an approval applica-

tion in order to demonstrate compliance with the 1983 Regulations.

Where the package design is such that there are doubts as to its ability

to meet the new requirements [and as a remilt its safe UBC is questionable],

then provision should be made to allow the operator to demonstrate compliance

with the specific pointB in contention as a basis for approval under the

Grandfather Clause.

10. Identification of Individual Packages

The W.G. agreed thatt in order to implement the provisions of the

Grandfather Clause, individual package identification by serial number iB

necessary. Furthermore, it is necessary that the competent authority be

aware of the serial numberB of those packageB in use in order to limit approval

under the Grandfather Clause to those packages currently in existence.



will have to he defined in Safety SerieB Ho.6, or, that the Second Revision

Panel, to meet next March, will require a full understanding of "both the

latest draft of the DH Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods

and the two or three proceeding sets of UN Recommendations»the Secretariat is

asked to have those UN texts available for the March 1982 meeting.
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11. Recommendations

•Hie Radioactive Transport Study Croup (RTSG) is a "body of competent

authorities, or their representatives, formed to consider, among other things,

administrative problems regarding implementation of the IAEA Regulations*

The RTSG is expected to convene a meeting prior to the next Advisory

Group meeting on the comprehensive revision which is to take place in

March 1982. It is recommended that the Secretariat invite the RTSG to

consider the following proposals intended to facilitate approval under the

Grandfather Clause:

(a) To amend para. 518 of the second revised draft SS.6, 1983, as follows:

Add the words "and a serial number" at the end of this paragraph to

uniquely identify the package.

(b) Add immediately under the heading "Approval of Package Designs" on page 85,

of the second revised draft SS.6, 1983, the following sentence:

«The competent authority shall be kept informed of the serial number of

each package manufactured to the approved design".

(c) Consider a method of providing a common approach among competent

authorities in implementing the Grandfather Clause particularly in

relation to certification and the points raiBed in para. 9 above.

The W.G. also recommends that, at the time of publication of the 1983

Edition, the Secretariat notify the national competent authorities and the

international transport organizations of their publication and encourage their

early adoption by these bodies»

Issue No.3 Manual of Testing

Reference Document: Working Paper 1, TC-406

12. The W.G. considered the proposal on page 6, sub-para, (l) regarding the

proviBion of "Manual/code of Practice" for package testing. This was discussed

at length, but little support was found in the Group for publication of suoh

a document. Whilst it was recognized that it may be of some use in countries

with a developing nuclear industry, it was felt that there are better means of

achieving the aims inherent in the proposal. It was recognized that, in many

countries, testing is carried out at Government or quasi-Government establishments

whereas in others it iB carried out by the applicant albeit under competent

authority guidance. In both cases, there is some form of oontrol by experts.



componants made of any ferratic material, including low carbon Bt«el, low alloy

steel, ductile cast iron, etc

Materials other than ferritic materials (such as elastomerio gaskets,

plastiCB, etc.) may, under certain conditions,be susceptible to brittle fracture
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It was further recognized that in view of the large number of Type A

packages which, except in the larger organizations, probably have no independent

assessment; thiB waB an area which could most benefit from expert advice.

The various reasons for lack of support in the Group for this document

included:

- the proceedings of related symposia provide a great deal of information

from internationally recognized experts and have the advantage of presenting

the discussion material which ensued in such paragraph.

- the Regulations are deliberatrely framed so as not to stullify design

initiative whereas a "Manual" may promote this adverse effect, i.e., a regi-

mented cook book does not necessarily make a good cook.

- experience and discussion with experts on specific problem areas will

produce more in-depth knowledge than could be achieved by the use of a "Manual".

- the IAEA already intends to provide regional training courses in the

application of the Regulations and testing in general.

- there are a limited number of internationally accepted analytical methods

for qualification of packaging in the areas of heat transfer critical ity

assessment, etc., and these are well known in the profession.

13* Recommendations

(a) The Agency carry out an exercise to establish what test facilities

exist in the various Member States. This has already been done by

the Commission of the European Communities for their Member States.

A compilation of theBe facilities could then be published by the

IAEA for the benefit of all Member States.

(b) The Agency promote an International SympoBia specifically addressed

to the subject of package testing.

(c) The Agency augment the intended regional training courses with

particular emphasis on package testing.

HOTE:

Information gathered from the above will provide useful material for

inclusion in SS.37. The status of SS.37 (unedited) 198O is currently unclear

and it would be useful if the IAEA Secretariat would clarify this.



TC-406

Official Schedule of TC Meeting for

the Transport Package Test Standards in Tokyo on Sept 28 to Oct 2, 1981

—^Tiroe

Date^*"***»^

Sept. 28
(Mon)

Sept. 29
(Tue)

Sept. 30
(Wed)

Oct. 1
(Thurs)

Oct. 2
(Fri)

w
ST
rt
>1
P>

1

1,0 11 12 13 14 15 1,6 17 1,8 1,9 20 21 22

General Session

(All)
at

Keidanren Kaikan
Rm 901

WG Sessions
(4 WG in parallel)

at
Keidanren Kaikan
Rm 901-A, 901-B,
1101, 1102

WG Sessions
(4 WG Sessions)

at
Keidanren Kaikan
Rra 901-A, 901-B,
1101, 1102

c
S
«g
re tu
u
H-
O
a

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

General Session
(Ail)

or WG Sessions
at

Keidanren Kaikan
Rm 901(1101, 1102)

WG Sessions
(4 WG in parallel)

at
Keidanren Kaikan
Rm 901-A, 901-B,
1101, 1102

WG Session
1WG
(903)

Reception*
(Cocktail

Party*)
at

Keidanren
Kaikan

Rm 906

Seminar
at

Tokyo Kaikan
11th floor,
Silver Rm

Banquet*
at

Tokyo Kaikan
Tohsho Bldg.
8th floor,
Sky Rm

Official Technical Tour (All)
Package Test Facility at CRIEPI, Takeyama

General Session
(AH)

or WG Sessions
at

Keidanren Kaikan
Rm 901(1101, 1102)

Lunch General Session
(AH)
at

Keidanren Kaikan
Rm 901

Farewell Party
(Joint IAEA/Japan)

* By invitation
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A1TOKX X

Draft Summary of Decisions and Discussions
Friday, 2 October 1981

(Plenary)

Working Group Reports

As a result of the hard work of the Working CroupB, the Japanese secretarial

staff and the efforts of ProfeBBor Nishiwaki, reports for all 4 working groups

were available to each participant at his hotel when he returned from the tour

of the test facilities at Tokeyama, Thursday evening.

1. Report of Working Group 2 - Working Paper Nos. 23 and 26

following a "brief introduction by the Working Group leader and the W.G.

Secretary and discussion "by the TC, the fallowing deciBionB were taken:

Issue

LSA-LOO
a. Additional

Information

b. Containment
Integrity

- number of levels

c. Retention of
Shielding

Decision

Agency was Btrongly urged to obtain and analyze informa-

tion on LSA-LOO that at present is available and in the

near future will become available to serve aB basis for

review of the LSA-LOO concept from the radiological pro-

tection, engineering} implementation and economic view-

point; perhaps with the aid of consultants. If possible

before the next meeting of AC on Comprehensive Review.

With the deletion of the word «minimal" from Level 2

as proposed in the 2nd Draft Revision, the proposal of

the WG to delete Level 1 and apply only 3 levels to all

LSA-LOO was agreed. On the operational issue of exclu-

sive use, after considerable discussion, it was agreed

to retain «exclusive use" in Table V. Account was taken

of practical problems of implementing the restriction of

lower levelB of packaging to "exclusive use", aB well

as of the less-than-complete assessment of the implica-

tions of the WC proposal.

The WG proposal was agreed in principle with the under-

standing that a value for external radiation level limits

should only be decided when additional data are available.

As proposed by the WG Strong Industrial Packagings used

for transporting LSA-LOO materials would be required to

retain their shielding under the UH Group III Mechanical

tests. Account was taken of the less^than-complete

assessment of the proposed changes regarding require-

ments for packages to retain shielding.



(iv) Hater shall drain away as quiokly aB delivered.

(T) B M specimen shall be supported so that it shall not sit in a pool

of water.
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2. Report of Working Group 3 - Working Paper No» 23

Ptollowing a brief introduction by the Working Group Leader and discussion

by the TC, the following decisions were agreed:

iBBue

a. Drop test (Secondary
Impact)

b. "Should" and "shall"

c. Orientation of large
packages in 0.3m drop
test

d. Water spray test

è. Brittle Fracture

f. Scale Modelling

Decision

After some discussion, the TC agreed to the

proposal of the W.G. to recommend adding

words in Safety Series No. 37 which made clear

that secondary impact has to be taken into

account.

The TC also decided to recommend the Agency

add a definition of "should" and "shall" in

the Regulations, and SS.37.

No change was proposed. It was agreed the

conclusions reached in AG-244 should be brought

to the attention of the next Review Panel.

The TC agreed with the reacommendation of the

WG to adopt the proposal in Working Paper 9-8

for additional wording in SS.37 describing the

water spray test.

The TC accepted the recommendation not to

refer to specific codes or impact values and

agreed to the WG proposal to add the words in

Annex II in Safety Series No.37 which makes clear

that brittle fracture must be considered for

other than ferritic materials and specifies

many of the areas to be addressed.

The TC accepted the recommended text in Annex III

of WG report for inclusion in Safety Series No.37»

3. Report of Working Group 4 - Working Paper No. 21

After a brief presentation by the Working Group Leader and discussion by the

TC, the following decisions were made:
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Issue

Administrative aspects

a. Compliance assurance

To. Quality assurance

c. Grandfather Clause

Decision

The WG recommended no change in para. 1?9»

With the addition in para. 838 of a sentence

that notes that the consentent authority may

inspect the packaging during construction and

use, the proposals to amend paras. 838 and 215

were agreed. In view of the Agency* s plan

outlined in Working Paper 15 for developing

information for SS.37i the WG did not go into

detail on that subject. The TC endorsed the

WG recommendation that the Agenoy develop the

points listed in page 5. It was noted that the

requirements at present apply QA only to approved

designs Type B and F packagings, although most

large companies have comprehensive programmes.

It was noted that implementation of the grand-

father clause is a matter for the national

competent authorities. The TC agreed the

proposals of the WG should he addressed toy the

Radioactive Transport Study Group. That TC

endorsed the WG recommendation that at the time

the revised regulations are published, the Agency

notify competent authorities and international

transport organizations and encourage early

adoption.

The TC gave little support for a manual, but

recommended the Agency to:

1) compile a list of package test facilities

2) promote a Symposium on package testing

3) and augment the regional training courses

and emphasize package testing.

4« Report of Working Group 1 - Working Paper Mo. 24 (Revision 1)

Following a "brief introduction by the Working Group Leader and discussion by

the TC, the following decisions were taken;

d. Manual of testing



drop Weignx tes* or uiuer

by standardB and codes acceptable to the competent authority.
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Issue

a. Immersion test
(200 meter)

b. Thermal test

c. Crush test

Decision

It was agreed the "Why" document on background

of the Regulations should set out the justifi-

cation for the addition of the test. The TC

agreed with the WG proposals to amend paras.

232, 233, 606, 718, 721 and 722 or SS.6.

With minor changes in the wording of para. 720,

the TC agreed with the WG proposals to amend

paras. 720 and 228(b), round up 82°C to 85°C in

para. 238, and revise the wording of 238 in

SS.6. The TC also agreed with the recommendation

that a panel of experts be convened to provide

guidance on thermal testing for SS.37; the WG

listed 6 major issues which are among those

requiring clarification.

The TC considered the justification adequate

and sufficient for the addition of a crush test

for packages containing 1000 A2, not in

special form and of a masB 500 kg and density

I5OO kg/m and agreed such a test should be

proposed, [it was noted that CEC supports the

need for such a test.3* The WG proposals to

amend paras. 232 and 719 were agreed. It

was suggested that the effect on fissile packages

be addressed by nuclear criticality experts

before the next review panel meeting.

Among the other points raised and discussed were the following:

l) Comments of Member States on the 2nd Draft Revision are due 15 October.

Those comments together with the recommendations of this TC on Package Test

Standards will be considered by the AG for Comprehensive Review of the Regulations

Meeting in March 1982 and a Final Draft Revision prepared. The Final Draft is to

be circulated to Member StateB prior to being submitted to the Board of Governors

for aporoval of its publication. A major change in the 2nd Draft Revision, such

as the addition of a Crush Test, would require review by the Member States. That

would be possible only if we delay publication beyond 1983. The Agency staff

indicated the possibility of a delay and the consequent changes in the Agency* s

programme will be discussed with SAGSTRAM in October.

CSC has supported the resultB of the work done on the crush test in the SRG and
France and agreed to their submission to the IAEA for consideration by the TC.
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2) The regulatory requirements in SS.6 must he kept as simple as possible,

hut must he clear and complete and provide an adequate hasis for regulatory

control for the Regulations to he adopted in national or international laws.

SS.37 presents a mixture of requirements or elahorations of the requirements

and methods of meeting them. It is always difficult to decide how detailed

to make the,Regulations.- if too specific, the regulator and the regulatee have

no opportunity to exercise judgement in implementation of the requirements; if

too general, inconsistent application may result. The TC appeared to conclude

the present formulation is valid, hut encouraged early publication of the "why"

document and suggested the possibility of a "when" document relating to

adoption and implementation of the requirements. An, with the addition of

the crush test some revision of the provisions for LSAH-LOO, and Borne other

minor changes, the TC considered the Regulations to he adequate and satisfactory

and should continue to he so for many years to come.

i) Although practical questions of implementation of the exclusive use

provisions remain, it has recognized that that method of operational control

reduces the number of handlings of each package to a minimum. Furthermore,

the present differences in packaging requirements offers significant cost

savings, particularly for the LSÂ materials.

4) "Hie use of the same external,radiation level limit for unpackaged LSA-LOO

materials as for lype A quantities, viz. 1 rem/hr. at 3 meters, was questioned.

Recovery of ISA materials may require much more time than the contents of

Type A packages because much greater volumes are involved.

5) Heed for the package designer to ensure the main functions of the design

can "be tested was recognized and considered to he already provided for by

para. 740.

6) It was noted that a practical problem arises as to which competent authority

can carry out tests during manufacture and use, particularly for multilateral

approvals. This question also could he raised with RTSG.

doBing

Gratitude was expressed to Japan for hosting the meeting in an exceptional

manner, the individual Member States for providing the experts and the participants

for their good, hard work during the weel to arrive at the conclusions. Appreciation

was expressed for the presence of two old soldiers, Rex Partridge who retired on

Wednesday and Gerald Swindell, who retired two years ago.


